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Magnetically Tunable Rectangular Waveguide
E-Plane Integrated Circuit Filters

JAROSLAW UHER, JENS BORNEMANN, AND FRITZ ARNDT, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Ahtruct —A rigorous field theory method is described for the

computer-aided design of magnetically tunable E-plane metal insert filters,

where the waveguide sections are symmetrically loaded with ferrite slabs,

and for large-gap f inline filters on a ferrite substrate. The design method is

based on field expansion in suitably normalized eigenmodes which yields

directly the modal scattering matrix of all discontinuities. The theory

includes both higher order mode interaction and finite thickness of the

metal inserts. Optimized data are given for magnetically tunable Ku-band
metal insert and finline filter examples. The metal insert type achieves a

tuning range of its operating midband from about 14.1 to 15.7 GHz. The

theory is verified by measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

M AGNETICALLY tunable waveguide bandpass

filters, with the desired property that the filter

response shape will remain more or less constant as the

filter is tuned, are of considerable practical interest for

many applications [1]–[4]. Useful techniques include fer-

romagnetic YIG resonators [1], [2], or ferrite-slab-loaded

evanescent-mode waveguide filters [3], [4]. This paper in-

troduces magnetically tunable E-plane integrated circuit

filters which are particularly appropriate for low-cost pho-

tolithographic fabrication techniques and for millimeter-

wave applications. These are the E-plane metal insert filter

with lateral ferrite inserts (Fig. 1) and the large-gap finline

filter on a ferrite substrate (Fig. 2). The operating band of

the filters is controlled by the dc magnetic field on the

ferrite. The design combines the well-known advantages of

E-plane integrated circuit filters [5]–[14] with those of

magnetically tunable ferrite-slab-loaded resonator sections

[3], [4].

Many refined design methods for printed E-plane cir-

cuit filters without ferrite-loaded waveguide sections

[5]-[14] and for ferrite-slab-loaded waveguides [15] -[21]

are available. For the computer-aided design of the mag-

netically tunable E-plane integrated circuit filters pre-

sented in this paper (Figs. 1 and 2), the modal-S-matrix

method [7], [9], [14], [22], [23] is applied, which has already

proved to be highly appropriate for the accurate design of
E-plane integrated components, since higher order mode
coupling effects as well as the finite thickness of the inserts

are included.

The structure under consideration (Figs. 1 and 2) is

simply decomposed into appropriate key building blocks:
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rectangular waveguide, ferrite-slab-loaded septate wave-

guide section (Fig. l(b)), and ferrite-slab-loaded resonator

section (Fig. l(c)); rectangular waveguide, ferrite-slab-

loaded waveguide section with (Fig. 2(b)) and without two

septa (Fig. 2(c)). The overall scattering matrix of the total

filter component is calculated by suitable direct combina-

tion [7], [9], [14], [22], [23] of all single modal scattering

matrices of the step discontinuities and homogeneous sec-

tions involved. This procedure preserves numerical accu-

racy, as the expressions contain exponential functions with

only negative arguments. Moreover, no symmetry of the

number of ports or modes at the discontinuities is re-

quired. This fact allows one to maintain the same algebraic

procedures [7], [9], [14], [22], [23] for multiport discontinui-

ties and offers the possibility of modifying adequately the

number of modes [24], [25], if necessary, along the struc-

ture to be considered. The utilization of this nonsymmetry

helps to circumvent the relative convergence problem [26]

and to reduce computing time and storage requirements.

For computer optimization, the evolution strategy

method [7], [9], [14], [27], i.e., a suitably modified direct-

search procedure, is applied where no differentiation step

in the optimization process is necessary; hence the prob-

lem of local minima may be avoided. Data for optimized

two- and three-resonator magnetically tunable metal insert

and finline filters for Ku-band waveguide housings (15.799

mm X 7.899 mm) and commercially available TTI-2800,

TTVG-1200, and RF-8 ferrite materials are given. The

theory is experimentally verified through measured results.

II. THEORY

The modal S matrix of the step discontinuity to the

ferrite-slab-loaded waveguide (Fig. 2(c)) has already been

derived in [21], and the procedure for obtaining the overall

S matrix of the filter structures is available in [7], [9], [14],

and [21] –[23]. Therefore, for the field theory design of the

filters presented in this paper (Figs. 1 and 2), only the

derivation of three new modal S matrices is required: (Sc)

of the coupling region of the E-plane metal insert filter

with the lateral ferrite slabs (Fig. l(b)), ( SR ) of the reso-

nator region of the E-plane metal insert filter with the

lateral ferrite slabs (Fig. l(c)), and (SF) of the coupling

region of the finline filter on a ferrite substrate (Fig. 2(b)).

For each homogeneous subregion, u = I to IV (Figs.

l(b), l(c), 2(b)), the field equations [16] of the resulting

TEno wave, if a TEmo wave is incident, are derived from the

electric field component ZY E\”J. This component is ex-

pressed as a sum of N eigenmodes [15], [21], [29] satisfying
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Fig. 1. Magnetically tunable E-plane metaf insert filter with fernte-

slab-loaded waveguide sections. (a) Complete filter structure. (b) Cou-
pling region of finite length. (c) Resonator region of finite length; the
air gap width W. due to fabrication tolerances is considered by the

cross-section eigenvalue solution of the five-layer structure.

the vector Helmholtz equation and the boundary condi-

tions at the discontinuities in the x direction. For a dc

magnetic field H~C in the y direction, the permeability

tensor takes the form [15], [30], [31]

[)

o“

(~) = % P, -OJ”
(1)

jK o p~

with elements pl, p,, and K given in [30] and [31]. For a

demagnetized ferrite substrate (i.e., H~C = O), the off-diag-

onal tensor elements vanish, and the diagonal elements

may be approximated by expressions given in [28]. The

propagation factor y. in the waveguide sections is de-

termined via field matching [16], [21] of the transverse field

components along the boundaries in the x direction, to-

gether with the relations for the simde wavenumbers in the
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Fig. 2. Magnetically tunable large-gap finline filter on a ferrite sub-

strate. (a) Complete filter structure. (b) Couphng region of finite
length. (c) Resonator region of finite len@.

cross-sectional subregions. The requirement that the sys-

tem determinant be zero results in a transcendental equa-

tion for y. which is solved numerically [21].

The influence of small lateral air gaps of width w. (cf.

Fig. l(c)), due to fabrication tolerances, on the filter re-

sponse, which has been observed at evanescent-mode filters

as well [4], is taken into account adequately by solving the

scattering problem of a five-layer resonator region of length

1,, (Fig. l(c)), analogously to [21]. The effect of the air gaps

on the evanescent modes in the coupling region (Fig. l(b)),

however, has turned out to be negligible. Therefore, for

simplicity, the complicated S-matrix formulation of the

corresponding septated double three-layer coupling struc-

ture (including w.) is not presented here; the description is

abbreviated by taking w. = O directly into account for the
scattering matrix expression of the coupling structure.

The biorthogonality relations [16], [29] for anisotropic

media are given by
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The reciprocity principle involves the fields EL, HA, and

the propagation constant y~ which are solutions of the

related problem with the media characterized by the trans-

posed permeability tensor [16].

A. Modal S Matrix (Sc) of the Coupling Region of the

Metal Insert Filter with Lateral Ferrite Slabs (c~ Fig. l(b))

Matching of the transversal field components at the

corresponding interfaces (Fig. l(b)) at z = 11 yields

M

-i (~:. + ~;m)%km

~=1

M

~ (A:.- 4.)TcJc.uc.
m=l

/N

where Tc~ is the normalization factor so that the power

carried by a given wave is 1 W for a wave amplitude of 1~

[16]. The cross-section function uc~, the wave admittance

~~, and the normalized eigenfunctions of the E, and HXY

component of the forward ( + ) or reverse ( – ) n th mode,

e+, e–, h‘, and h‘, respectively, are elucidated in the

Appendix.

The general modal scattering matrix (Sc) of the cou-

pling structure of finite length 1~, (Fig. l(c)) is obtained by

suitably combining the S matrices involved:

where the coefficients are given in the Appendix,

B. Modal S Matrix (SR) of the Resonator Region of the

Metal Insert Filter with Lateral Ferrite Slabs (cf Fig. 1(c))

Matching of the transversal field components at the

interfaces at z = 12 (Fig. l(c)) yields equations which are

similar to (3). The corresponding cross-sectional eigenvalue

problem leads to the transcendental equation given in the

Appendix. The general scattering matrix (SR ) of the reso-

nator region of finite length 1,, is given by

where the coefficients are also given in the Appendix.

C. Modal S Matrix (SF) of the Coupling Region of the

Finline Filter on a Ferrite Substrate (Fig. 2(b))

Field matching at z =1? (Fig. 2(b)) and combination of

the related S matrices involved leads to the general modal

scattering matrix (S ~) of the coupling region of finite
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Fig, 3. Filter response of a magnetically tunable two-resonator E-plane
metal insert filter with lateral ferrite TIT-28(IO slabs of length 1= 50

mm. W aveguide dimensions: a = 15.799 mm, b = a/2. Filter data:
11= 15= 3,263 mm, 12 =14 = 8.914 mm, 13= 8.578 mm, t = 0.19 mm

-----—, theory, air gap width Wa= 0.1 mm (cf. Fig. l(c)) considered;
+ + + + measured. (a) Computer-optimized filter with ferrite slab
width w = 1 mm dc field strengths: HI = O (curve 1); H2 = 5.6.104
A/m (curve 2). (b) Same filter but with reduced ferrite slab width
w = 0.5 mm of same length, H, = O (curve 1): H2 =1.72.105 A/m

(curve 2).
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length lF,:

where the coefficients are again given in the Appendix.

The overall scattering matrices of the complete filters

are calculated by directly combining the appropriate single

scattering matrices as shown in [7], the lengths of the

intermediate homogeneous waveguide sections (III in Fig.

l(b), I in Figs. l(c) and 2(c), IV in Fig. 2(b)) being reduced

to zero for calculating the step discontinuities from one

loaded waveguide section to another.

For computer optimization [7] of the filters, the expan-

sion into ten eigenmodes at each discontinuity has turned

out to be sufficient. The final design data are proven

through an expansion of 30 eigenmodes. The convergence

behavior of the modal method used for ferrite-loaded

waveguides has already been demonstrated in [21].

III. RESULTS

Fig. 3(a) shows the calculated and measured filter re-

sponse of a computer-optimized two-resonator magneti-

cally tunable metal insert filter with lateral ferrite TTI-2800

slabs (Transtech inc.) of widths w = 1 mm for two differ-

ent dc field strengths. The operating midband of the filter

may be tuned from about 14.2 GHz to 14.6 GHz. The

influence of the ferrite slab width w on the tuning band-

width is demonstrated by Fig. 3(b), where the filter re-

sponse of the filter with the same dimensions but with

lateral ferrite slabs of reduced width w = 0.5 mm is plotted

against frequency. An air gap width Wa = 0.1 mm (cf. Fig.

l(c)) between the ferrite slabs and the waveguide narrow

walls is included in the calculations. Good agreement

between theory and measured results may be stated.

A computer-optimized three-resonator magnetically tu-

nable E-plane metal insert filter with lateral ferrite TTI-

2800 slabs of width w =1 mm (Fig. 4(a)) achieves a tuning

range of the operating midband frequency from about 14.1

to 15.7 GHz. To demonstrate the significance of the in-

fluence of an air gap of width Wubetween the lateral ferrite

slabs and the narrow walls of the waveguide on the filter

response of a magnetically tunable metal insert filter, Fig.

4(b) shows the calculated insertion loss in decibels of a

three-resonator filter for two different air gap widths to-

gether with the measured results. If the actual air gap

width W. = 0.1 mm due to fabrication tolerances is taken

into account (curve 1), good agreement between theory

and measurements may be observed.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the filter response of computer-opti-

mized magnetically tunable three-resonator large-gap fin-

line filters on ferrite substrates RF-8 (AEG/Telefunken)

and TTVG-1200 (Transtech. Inc.), respectively. These

materials have turned out to be more appropriate for this

filter type than the TIV-2800 substrate, which has been

chosen for the metal insert filters. Compared with ferrite-
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Fig. 4. Filter response of a magnetically tunable three-resonator metat
insert filter with lateral ferrite TIT-28 (IO slabs of width w = 1 mm,

length 1=50 mm. Waveguide dimensions: a = 15.799 mm, b = a/2.

Filter data: /l = IT = 3.590 mm, /2 = /,5= 8.916 mm, 13=15= 9.417

mm, [4 = 8.921 mm, t = 0.19 mm. (a) Three different dc field strengths:

HI = O (curve 1), H2 = 4.8.104 A/m (curve 2), H3 =1.72.105 A/m
(curve 3); —, --.---, --------- theory, air gap width W.= 0.1 mm (cf.

Fig. l(c)) considered. (b) Influence of the air gap width w.. Curve 1:
Wti = 0.1 mm considered; curve 2: W. neglected (wa = O). H~C = 4.8.104
A/m.

loaded metal insert filters (cf. e.g. Fig. 4(a)), however, the

tuning range of the operating midband frequencies (Figs. 5

and 6) is smaller for the finline type. This is caused by two

facts: the effective ferrite slab thickness within the reso-

nator regions may be made larger for metal insert filters,

and the relative wavelength variation due to an ap-

propriate dc magnetic field, for off-center slab positions, is

higher than for central locations.
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Waveguide dimensions: a = 15,799 mm, b = a/2. Filter data: [1= [7 =

3,460 mm, [2 =16= 4.836 mm, [3 =15 = 7.927 mm, [4 = 4.873 mm, dc
field strengths: HI= O (curve 1), H2 = 1.4 105 A/m (curve 2).
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Fig. 6. Filter response of a magnetically tunable three-resonator large-

gap finline filter on a ferrite TTVG-1200 substrate of width w = 0.7
mm. Waveguide dimensions: a =15,799 mm, b = a /2. Filter data:

I, = [7 = 3,457 mm, [2 =16 = 4.836 mm, [3 = [5 = 8.572 mm, 14 = 4.817
mm. dc field strengths: H, = O (curve 1), H2 = 2.2.105 A/m (curve 2),

Fig. 7. Components of a fabricated magnetically tunable E-plane metal

insert filter: R140 waveguide housing together with the biasing magnet,

the photoetched 0.19 mm thick metal insert, and the two lateral ferrite
slab inserts,

The components of the magnetically tunable three-reso-

nator E-plane metal insert filter which were fabricated to

provide the measured results presented in Fig. 4 are shown

in Fig. 7: the R140 waveguide housing (15.799 mm X 7.899
mm) together with the biasing magnet, the photoetched

0.19 mm thick metal insert (99.9 percent pure copper), and

the two lateral TTI-2800 ferrite slabs of standard width
~ = 1 mm. The biasing dc field was measured with a

gaussmeter; the internal magnetic field was calculated

according to the procedure given in [32]. For the measure-

ments, an HP 8410 network analyzer was used [21].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A rigorous field theory is presented for the optimum

design of ferrite-loaded magnetically tunable E-plane metal

insert filters and large-gap finline filters on a ferrite sub-

strate. The design combines the advantages of E-plane

integrated circuit filters with the tuning capability of fer-

rite-loaded resonator sections. As all relevant parameters,

such as higher order mode interactions and the influence

of an additional air gap between ferrite slabs and the

waveguide walls, are included in the design theory, the

theoretically predicted values agree well with measured

results.
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APPENDIX

A. Abbreviations in(3)

T’~ = normalization factor so that the power carried by a

given wave is 1 W for a wave amplitude of w.

()
mw

u cm = sin —x
a

(Al)

{

E{~I)+ sin[k~~)+(x–a2)], X= (a,, a– w)

‘1”= E$l)+ sin[k$~)+(a ‘~)1~ .x G(a-w, a)

(A3)

i

(D+@:)+.iY.
sin[k$~+x]

‘POP eff

I XG(O, W)

( x= (W, tq)

(A4)

1
. (ll)+~/;I)+

JY.
sin[k~~)+(x–az)],

Up o

I

1
(11) +E~:I) +

JY.
h;n= sin[k~j)+(a–x)]

‘P OPeff

x=(u2, a—w )

()@:I)+ ~ k$;)+

Pl
+ cos[k$~)+(a– x)],

‘POP eff

\ .x C(a-w, a)

(A5)

(A6)

(k:~)’=(y:)’+k; (k:.)’ = (y:)’+ k;~,peff

(A7)

e ~~, e~~, h;., h;. are given analogously to (A2)-(A5) by

inclusion of the related wavenumbers k – in the reverse

(–) direction in the corresponding subregions.

B. Scattering Coefficients in (4)

(s;) = (s$)= {( U)+(E) -( T)[(E)+(u)]-’(T) }-’.

.{(T) -( U)-(E) [( E)+(U)] -l(E)}

(s~) =(s$)= {( U)+(E) -( T)[(E)+(U)] -’(T)}-’.

.( E){(U) -[( E)+(U)] -l[(T)-(E)]}

(A8)

with the matrix coefficients

(E) = (L;)+ )( W(I)) [( L})- )( R;)]-l

+( Lg)-)(R; )( P(I)) (Lg)+)-l

-( Lg)-)(P(I))[(L;) +)( R:)]-l

-( Lg)+)(R:)(w(I)) (L\I)-)-l (A9)

(1’) = (Lg)--)(P(I))(Lg) +)-L

+( Lg)+)(R; )( J’V(I))[(Lf)- )( R;)]-’

-( Lg)+)(w(I))(@-)-’

-( L~)-)(R~)(P(I)) [[( L#)+)(R: )] “ (A1O)

(U) = unit matrix

(P(l)) = ([( L!?+ )( R::)] -l(L;)-)

-( L;)+) -’(L;) -)( R;)}-l

(W(I)) = ([( Lg)-)(R; :)]-l(Ly+)

-(L~)-)-l(Lfl)+ )(R: )}-1 (All)

and

[

(1)+
I ]Yk

Ef~)+Iy+ + Iip +qy +(w+)m,=(%fmm)- ~po

(A13)

D ErPIm = : T. D~r~~ = ; T~Y~

(R~)k, =exp[-yjl)+.l(c)]. (A14)
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The coupling integrals are given by

L!l+ = Jwsim$?+xl%(x) ~x
o

~Li’+=J”’sin[~\2+ (~l-~)l~m(~)~~

J2?+ = ;WCOSIW1+A (X) dx (A15)
o

C. Transcendental Equation of the Cross-Section Eigenvalue

Problem of the Five-Layer Structure (Fig. l(c))

f(l’n) = sin[k~n(a -2w -4wa)] sin2(kF.w)

.~(%r_:(eff~:)yn[,

1 1

“ ( (:-w)) 2

k~~p,~~ COS(kF.w sln kLn

+

k Ln

[ 1AFLsin(kFHw) 2

2
sin[kL. (a–2w)]

‘[ 1sin(kF.w) 2
—

2
ALFAFLsin(2kL~wa)

+ ~.ffkm-’4m

4kLm [ (:-w)Isin(2kF.w) sin kLn

“([(

a
sin kLm — — w —2w~

2 )1
[(+COS kL~ : – w –2wa )1)

+~effkFnAFL

[ (i-w)]sin (2k~mw) sin kL.

‘(cos;:(i-w)l-sin[kL.(i-w)l}
(A16)

:(:]’.[~~Am =&,+ ‘

A ~(~)’+[~~. (All’)
‘L= ‘:ff – k;. PI

D. Scattering Coefficients in (5)

(Sfi) = (SJ) = (S:,) +(sf’)(lq

“[(0 -( XWO($W)]-’
.(S:2)(R)(S:J

(Sfi) = (s;) = (s;2)(R)[(tT)-( sg)(R)(s/2)(R)]-1

“($0 (A18)

(S)l)s (D~)-’(LE)2(A4) -(U)

(s:2) - (D~)-l(L~){(U)+(M)

[( D~)-l(L~)-(D~)-l(L~)]}

(S;1)=2(M) (A19)

(S&) =2( M)(D~)-l(L~)-(U)

(M) = [( D~)-’(L~)+(D~)-l( L~)]”. (A20)

The elements of matrices (R), ( L~), and (L~) are given by

(R),, =exp(-y,.lR) (A21)

(L~)~, = E~’lJl$~ + Ef IH)~(# + @II)~~~I) + @W~$\V)

(A22)

K
—kF~

(L~)m, = E~ll)—
P1‘Yk I;? _ EjII)— ~:y

‘POP eff ‘P OPeff

(A23)

with the coupling integrals

l:? ‘/wsin(kFkx)um(x) dx
o

J&;) ~ a – w sin(kL~x)u~(x) dx
w

J

a—w
I:I;V = cos(k~kx)u~(x)dx

l$’:)=; ‘in(kFk(a-x))um(x)dx
a—w

Jr$? ‘/wcOs(kFkx)um(x) dx

‘~iv)=; cOs(kFk(a ‘x))%(x) ‘x (A24)
u—w
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E. Scattering Coefficients in (6)

(Sfl) = (S~) =-{(U) -[(U)-(E)]-’(W)

-[( U)-(E)]-’(W)]-’

O{[(U)-(E)]-’(~ )[(@-(E)]-l(W)

. + [( U)–(E)]-l[(U)+(E)] (A25)

(sg)=(sfi) =-{(u) -[(u) -( E)]-l(w’)

[( U)-(E) ]-l(W) }-l

-{[(@-(E)]-l(~)[(U)-(E)]-l
.[(U)+(E)]-l+ [(t7)-(E)]-’(W)}

with the matrix coefficients

(E) = ~ (N#))2(R(”))
~=1

.[(R@))(Rq-(u)]-’(No))-’

(n”) = i (NJ”) ){2(R(”~)[(R(”) )( R(”)) -(u)]-1
~=1

-(u)} (N#))-l (A26)

(Ap) = (Dp-’(Lgq

(NY)) = (D#yl(Ly)). (A27)
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